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About This Content

This DLC is only available to purchase in the USA.

In order to be able to use this add-on livery product, you MUST first own the GP20 Southern Pacific add-on. If you check in the
in-game store it will verify if you own it before you purchase.[/b]

The second generation EMD GP20 ushered in a new era of turbocharged locomotives on American railroads, and now this
2,000hp heavy freight hauler is available for Train Simulator in Union Pacific livery.

The EMD GP20 was seen as leading the way in a new age of turbocharged diesel locomotives, even though some of EMD’s
competitors had been experimenting with higher horsepower models several years earlier. In reality, the GP20 only offered a
small increase in horsepower over its predecessor, the GP18, but EMD’s salesmen touted the locomotive’s ability to reduce

consist sizes and maintenance costs, and increase speeds to secure sales.

GP20s could be identified ahead of similar GP7, GP9 and GP18 models by an additional small radiator fan ahead of its large aft
fan, the prominent bulge behind the cab which housed its turbocharger, and a single large exhaust stack.

The EMD GP20 for Train Simulator, developed by Reppo, is available in Burlington Northern livery and features a highly
detailed cab interior with operating switches, advanced and standard driving controls, realistic engine start up procedure,

accurately modelled simulation, engine overheating and working unit selector.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the EMD GP20 on any Quick Drive enabled
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route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam.

You must own the GP20 Southern Pacific before you will be able to use this add-on
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I felt like I was the starring role in a movie. It was so much fun. Making choices that matter, difficult decisions, and how it
follows up magnificently from the previous parts of the trilogy.

All 3 of them are well worth enjoying and this one is the summit of their storytelling and masterful working of emotion, feeling
and expression.

To anyone who enjoys stories and superheroics, I can't recommend this or its predecessors highly enough.. Short and sweet little
puzzle platformer. Kinda saw the ending coming, but hey, I had fun playing this.. Simple gameplay, great mechanics, good
soundtrack ... this hidden gem is a must-have for couch multiplayer nights. historical and realistic characters, distinguished from
all other countries. enjoy using mongolian armies in Crusader Kings cuz it's pretty easy to conquer all territories :)). This game is
alright if you have a little time to waste, but I can't recommend it.

Pros:

it's cheap

 it's good enough for a standard Tower Defense Game
Cons:

Graphics are Meh

The 2 campaigns are pretty much the same

Very limited amount of different towers

enemies are kind of uninspired. theres kind of only 2 variations,  one that is untargetable for a short duration, and
one that can fly , otherwise its pretty much just the bigger they are, the more hits they can take.
If you like TD games, this one is alright, but if you are looking for a really good one that actually offers some
creativity, this isn't it.. I can't believe my eyes!!! I simply loved this add on. From graphics to performance it's
unbelivable. It works flawlesly on my FSX steam edition. I really thought I was buying something that was a
frame eater but it ends up to be the opposite way. I am very glad I did buy it and I feel like my money was well
spent. Every penny spent was worth it. Thanks to Steam team for making it accessible. Thanks ORBIX
development team. Work well done!!!. Played on HTC Vive (with xbone controller)

Nice puzzle game, VR adds some depth
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this is a Very good pick if you are looking for a family game for all ages, and there are not soo many around

. Love the theme song from OST, as well as the artbook itself. Too bad a lot of content in the book is missing from the game.
Hope that some of it will be implemented in the second part of the game, which I really want to see.. No one plays this anymore,
lobbys are empty. The devs support the ps4 and xbox version of the game with updates every month. The pc version has been
forgotten, it has not been updated since October. Do not buy, I gave these developers another chance and they blew it.

Here is 704Games response to my complaint,
I apologize that we have been unable to allow some features on Steam. This is not intentional, there is just legal and technical
issues that prevent all features from carrying over to the Steam platform.

We’ll continue to work to allow more options for Steam but at this time I don’t have any additional information.

Sorry I couldn’t be more help at this time.. help it blurs every time i move the camera. Doesnt work, and it appears that the dev
team hasnt addressed these issues, despite it being reported since the game was released. This failure to launch appears to affect
a wide array of systems and setups.

Save your money until it is repaired. This game is like Avorion, except that there's barely any content, the gameplay is
frustrating, and its generally terrible.

Some examples:
- The first two hours of the game consists solely of warping to "?" markers in space, dragging modules from their wreck to your
ship (one by one! ), then warping to a station to reset your ship and thereby sell the modules for money ("wex"). Early combat is
impossible as you can't afford any decent ship and don't have any good weapons unlocked.
- Even after you get a few weapons, you can't use 90% of the ship designs as you have to wander the galaxy unlocking every
single part they use before you can use them. Finding the parts is random. So you're stuck on low-tier designs. I had 20 Wex but
couldn't pilot anything larger than a destroyer (that costs ~2 Wex) as I was not having any luck getting modules to drop. Why on
earth would stations refuse to sell you their merchandise until you already have one? The entire point of a shop is to sell you
what you DON'T have. The game does not seem to understand this.
- Combat in this game is not fun. The first ship I encountered was called 'Knife' and its strategy was to ram me with its armored
hull. Seriously? In a game with all kinds of weapons, your best strategy, and the one NPCs use, is ramming you with an armored
hull? That's really dumb. It doesn't say much for the weapons in your game when the first NPC players see thinks ramming you
is a better strategy than using any weapon.
- The game has almost no content. Compared to avorion (which has quests, many tiers of ship components, trading, etc)... this
game has none of that. The wiki talks about 'quests' but they're disabled. There are only three areas in the galaxy and three basic
materials for ships (junk, industrial and alliance). There is no friendly AI to play with. There is no trading system beyond stocks.
I haven't seen any multiplayer support and almost nothing in terms of community features. The best resource for the game is the
wiki, but even that is often disappointing. Basic, basic questions, like "how do I quickly loot all modules from a derelict ship?"
aren't answered. Instead, it seems to be a catalogue of ship modules, which is rather useless information as you can't actually
USE any of these modules until you manually hunt them down yourself, and good luck getting them.
- The dialogue in the game is a waste of time. Sometimes, when warping to an "?" in space you will encounter neutral ships. This
is a waste of time, as you can't get anything from them except poorly-written dialogue. Some of them say inane things like
quoting sentences you can read both forward and backwards. Really? There's nothing interesting enough in this game for the
NPCs to comment on? That's what it seems like.

I could go on and on, but suffice it to say: this game is not worth your money. If you want to play a game like this, but that is
actually good, I suggest Endless Sky, or Avorion. Endless Sky is free. Avorion is $15 to $20, but its miles better than this..
Another decent grab from the bargain bin. I bit hard to play, but there is a game here. I almost got to the end. The environment
looks nice, and the graphics are ok. It would have been nice if they slowed the fall. That trick would have been a nice effect and
would have added to the production values. At present, when you invariably fall off, you fall for like 2 seconds and make a little
weak splat. More blood, please. Free Idea: Add code to randomly grab images from imgur and make them your life 'flashing
before your eyes' as you fall to your death. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PWR516jdqeQ. As a long time sim pilot I find
myself very critical of simulation games in general as they often overlook key mechanics, physics or otherwise, in their flight
models. I am pleased to say that does not seem to be the case here. As an older jet fighter this aircraft has several quirks that I
would expect such as an extrodinarily long turbine spool-up time before throttle changes are realized. Its stall characteristics are
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similarly drastic but again this is what I would expect from this airframe. Despite (and in fact because of) these nuances I find
the MiG-15 a joy to fly!
It has an impressive top speed (complete with the control loss as we approach overspeed that I know the aircraft suffered from)
and enjoys a tight turn radius with some fun fast-action air-brakes (that you super need) both in landing and dogfights.
Speaking of dogfights a friend and I dueled the MiG-15 and F-86 and were impressed at how well the aircraft matched up with
eachother. They were noted as having very similar performance specs (not to say they fly the same because they don't) and we
were very pleased that Belsimtek did such a great job matching those aircraft to historical specifications.
All-in-all I very much enjoy this aircraft and would recommend it.
The price tag is pretty steep though so save your money and get it on sale!. If you have ever played Minecraft Classic and
wanted to go back and play it you now can play ClassiCube which is recreation of the classic version of Minecraft, but with
addiontal features like custom blocks, texture pack support per server (or per server map), etc... It is still fun to play or explore
other people's creations on the multiplayer server even when there is no huge playerbase. I ocassionaly have played on
ClassiCube when it wasn't on Steam just to hung out and it's definitely worth the money over here.
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